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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Ajaristsqali Georgia (AGL) is a fast growing organisation in renewable power, namely
hydropower. AGL is developing the Ajaristsqali hydropower project in the Adjara region of
south western Georgia with an aim to supply the region and selected parts of northern
Turkey with a reliable power source (see details below).
AGL has completed minor Advanced Works (AW) for the construction of approach roads,
concreting for slope stabilization and construction of 2 workers camps in Shuakhevi and
Didachara villages for the main construction phase. As of March 2014, AGL has also
completed payment of compensation for hectares of land in various project areas to 344
households. There are only about 25 landowners yet to receive full compensation.
AGL employed several private local contractors to carry out the construction activities.
However, as described later in this document, AGL’s international and local supervision
staff managed and coordinated the works. AGL employed 63 local people across 4 works
sites; these sites were managed and run by 3 international managers. The work areas
were in Didachara, Tsablana, Chiruqistsqali and Akhaldaba areas respectively.
Environmental, Health & Safety audit system was established to record performance and
ensure compliance with construction method statements and safety risk assessments. In
part, the systems were set up based on British & EU HSE Standards; as a result of the
findings from these audits training and hazard awareness sessions were conducted.
Although standards of HSE were raised during the minor advanced works and supervisors
trained on hazard awareness and mitigation, the AW did sustain one accident that
involved a tipper truck turning over due to a lack of concentration from the driver and
excessive speed. The driver received minor bruising to shoulder and torso, the tipper
truck was a removed of site and broken down for scrap metal. The AGL HSE Manager
completed a full accident investigation and introduced appropriate and proportionate
control measures to prevent reoccurrence.
To clear forest section for the construction of roads, permits and other permissions were
sought from the regional and national governments to removed trees and carryout
excavation works. All works undertaken during the Advanced Works and construction are
subject to strict controls procedures documented in key documents such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental & Social Impact Assessment (ESIA)
Construction, Environmental Management Plan
Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP)
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Land Acquisition & Livelihood Restoration Framework (LALRF)
Land Acquisition & Livelihood Restoration Plan (LALRP)

Note:
The above mentioned documents were supported by onsite social meetings with local village people and with
more technical and environmental specification delivered to personnel carrying out the works. The LALRP was
updated in March 2014 for the purpose of reflecting the status of land acquisition and complying with ADB SPS
requirements.
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2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
•

After a competitive tender, CEG were awarded a license to develop the hydropower
potential of the Ajdjaristsqali River and its tributaries in the Autonomous Republic of
Adjara, in South Western Georgia, close to the Turkish border. The Ajaristsqali
hydropower

project is expected to supply the Georgian and Turkish power systems with

clean renewable energy. It will enable Georgia to use more of its energy resources to meet
electricity demand during the winter. It is expected to have an installed capacity of 185
MW and 2 hydropower stations (Shuakhevi HPP 175 MW and a small Skhalta HPP 10
MW). AGL is seeking ADB financing for the Adjaristsqali Hydropower Project (the Project).
•

Approximately 15km of road were finally constructed along with another 2km of various
sections widened to accommodate the CP. Local people from the affected villages were
recruited and trained to complete the works. Photographs at the end of this document
highlight live works being undertaken by local people.

•

AGL have constructed and registered a training facility in the Shuakhevi Municipality and
formally trained about 600 people from affected families to prepare people for potential
Project employment. To date about 166 trainees have been gainfully employed by AGL
and its contractors.

3. LAND ACQUISITION
•

The majority AW passed through state owned land although significant portions of road
construction passed along the outer edges of LU / LO land. Georgia has formal law based
on the acquisition of land; therefore, AGL measured the affected land in line with current
market value and added 10%. The measured areas included the road construction for the
AW and the affected land for the CP, often in presence of the LO & LU. Small section of
grazing land were needed as the necessary road width construction width was, in some
parts 15m, it must be noted that the vast majority of roads passed around LO & LU
property and were directed through state owned land wherever possible. No cropland was
taken as a result of the AW road construction and no persons were displaced as a result of
AW & CP activities.

•

In April 2013, AGL identified the need to permanently acquire approximately 490,000m2
for the Project. This estimated figure was based on infrastructure needs, which would
include temporary and permanent land acquisition. As of March 2014, AGL has also
completed payment of compensation for hectares of land in various project areas to
households. There are only about 25 landowners yet to receive full compensation. For
each specific project component, the table below shows the status of permanent land
acquisition:
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Project Area

•

Reservoir and 5m buffer
zone;
Spoil deposits;

Required Land
Area
250,000m2

Status as of March 2014
Fully Acquired

100,000m2

Fully Acquired but subject to change

Roads and buildings ,

100,000m2

Fully Acquired

Reservoir (forest belonging
to the villages of Tsablana
and Tsabliani)
Total

40,000m2

Fully Acquired

Up to 500,00m2

350,000m2. Additional required for a
design change at the Didachara Dam
may increase the m2 of land to
approx. 500,00m2. The LALRP will
receive a suitable revision and
Lenders informed. Some of this will
be temporary loss, further figures will
come later in 2014.

The following workers camps were planned to be set up as part of the AW: (i) in the
vicinity of the River Chirukhistsqali dam; (ii) in the vicinity of Skhalta dam; (iii) In the
vicinity of Didachara dam; (iii) Near the Shuakhevi HPP power unit; and (iv) Near the
access portal of one or two of the construction adits. As of March 2014, workers camps
have been established in the following areas: 1, Kichauri, 2, Didachara, 3, Chiqistsqali & 4,
Skhalata. This required temporary acquisition of land for a period of 30 months or 2.5yrs
of which 350,000m2 are state-owned government land (riverbanks) and the rest are either
‘unregistered’ at 75,000m2 or ‘registered’ land 15,000m2 totaling 90,000m2 or 440,000m2
combined (Table 3.1). Exact figures were difficult to ascertain as land boundaries were not
established in the village areas, leaving the calculations for m2 and compensation open for
approximations and debate between the land users. Boundary disputes have been
resolved with the help of respective municipalities, hence, the land acquisition process and
disbursement of compensation payments have progressed with only 25 AHs remaining to
be fully compensated.
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•

•

The status of temporary acquisition of land is as follows
Workers Camp

Required
Land Area

in the vicinity of the River
Chirukhistsqali dam
in the vicinity of Skhalta dam

4,500 m2

Status of Land Acquisition
and Setting up of Workers
Camp
Fully Acquired

28,000 m2

Fully Acquired

In the vicinity of Didachara dam

12,500m2

Fully Acquired but subject to
design changes in August 2014

Kichauri – Main Camp

50,000m2

Fully Acquired

Portals

35,000m2

Fully Acquired.
10 portals
along the entire 32km tunnel
route

As a result of the MM feasibility study and Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) & Critical Habitat
Assessment (CHA) works, it was noted that no critical habitat areas were recorded and
therefore not recorded. The minor sections of grazing land that was temporarily taken as
a result of the AW were offset by movement of migrating cattle to others areas. The
number of cattle ranged between 4 & 15 per herd. Larger sections of grazing land were
required for the CP; AGL has produced a Land Acquisition & Land Rehabilitation
Framework (LALRF) to deal with compensation in monetary terms and what land will be
available after construction has been completed.

A key feature of the LALRF is to

cultivate land no longer needed by the CP back into a state whereby animals and grazing
cattle may make use of it.

AGL prepared and implemented a Land Acquisition &

Livelihood Restoration Plan (LALRP). The LALRP also go into significant detail for
compensation methods and techniques involved for trees producing fruit and nuts and the
quantities of money involved in the compensation transfer. The LALRP was submitted to
IFC & the EBRD on the 5th June 2013. ADB reviewed the LALRP September 2013
version and said LALRP was revised in January and March 2014 to comply with the ADB
SPS and reflect the current situation with respect to the status of land acquisition.

4. SOCIAL COMPLIANCE
•

For work communication in the wider community, AGL employed a team of respected local
people to assist in communication of targets and aims of the advanced works and main
construction as a whole. This was achieved by conducting regular talks in the affected
villages of the construction phase works and villages affected downstream of the Project.
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•

A Socio Economic Study was conducted by MM in late 2012 to get a thorough
understanding of numbers of people in the affected areas of the Project including, but not
limited to: sex, age, living areas and employment status. Some of the key other goals of
the study were to understand the financial, literacy levels within the communities. AGL,
through its CSR Program are fully supportive of cultivating an increased academic level
through training and a better control of financial management once small shops and
businesses start to accrue monetary wealth due to the CP. AGL has organised monetary
control workshops and has built a successful training Centre for local people in the
Shuakhevi Municipality with a view to providing trained people to the Project. Another
example of the Project CSR duties will be to construct village / community center’s to
assist AGL with communication during the CP, these centers in the affected villages would
be handed over to the Municipality for future use by the community as they see fit after the
completion of the CP. Various other options being considered as part of the CSR is the
inclusion of a road traffic safety NGO and medical provision and assistance for persons in
the valley with ailments such as poor vision or the further improvement of community
roads to safer passage for public vehicles.

•

Comment boxes have been positioned in each Municipality building to allow communities
to make their views or complaints known anonymously if required. AGL, through its
workplace supervisors and management, have frequent communication with local
government personnel in Batumi and at mayor level in the affected valleys to ensure that
issues with AW activities are address appropriately and to answer any questions on the
main CP activities.

A common question form all affected valleys was in relation to

employment. In line with CEG’s license to construct the Project, AGL is duty bound to
train up to 600 people from the affected villages over an 18-month period. The mentioned
training centre above was, and is, being managed by AGL but run on a day-to-day basis
by Khobuleti College teachers that are training selected men and women for the Project.
All successful trainees receive a Certificate of Education that meets the requirements set
out by Georgian State Law, further increasing their chances of employment with
contractors which has a positive impact on the social and financial standing of each family
gaining reward through work. (The trainee selection process can be obtained from AGL if
necessary).
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AGL’s land, social and environmental team undertook regular meetings in the affected
villages to advise them on Project status and ongoing AW. These regular meetings gave
people in the affected villages an opportunity to express their concerns and ask questions
on key topics such as employment, boreholes and geology.
As of March 2014, 25 AH’s have outstanding compensation due. The outstanding balance
for compensation to these people is 1% of their due compensation. AGL will target to
disburse the final compensation of 308.788 GEL to 25 AH’s on 28 March 2014. This will
complete a total of, on average, 21,800GEL per AH. The figures below, in addition the
near 8 million for land acquisition, show additional monies that is forecast for small-scale
CSR schemes as part of ‘restoration’ obligations such as road, bridge and vocational
training.
AGL purchased land from land users / owners in addition to the Georgian Government
(GoG). AGL purchased state owned land from the GoG for Project accommodation and
construction areas. AGL also paid four companies for small land plots to allow the
establishment of Project infrastructure. Land owner/users, GoG and private companies
make the four parties to which AGL made payments for land. The revised LALRP includes
the Inventory of Affected Persons.
Information offices have been set up in Khulo and Shuakhevi Municipalities. The Public
Information Booklet on the LALRP has been disclosed in English and Georgian in these
information offices and on AGL website since September 2013 and January 2014. AGL is
also ramping up its information and awareness generation campaign as envisaged in its
Stakeholder Engagement Plan. These activities aim to local people, within and outside
the project area, understanding of the project’s construction technology as well as the
proposed environmental and social measures including social programs under its
corporate social responsibility program.

5. ADVANCED WORKS

•

To allow the main construction phase to start, AGL undertook advanced works that
comprised of road construction from public highways that link up with planned Contractors,
Owner’s Engineer and Owner’s camps where applicable, in line with ADB’s Safeguard
Policy Statement (2009) and AGL Health, safety & Environmental risk assessments.
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•

To carry out these works, AGL employed local contractors and personnel, supervised
them and trained them with international management in basic site safety and significant
site hazards such as works at height and moving plant. These works took approximately 8
months to complete. In conjunction with these advanced works AGL undertook a second
stage of Ground Investigation (GI) works to prove the geology for the dam, powerhouse
and spoil storage areas at all work location i.e. Tsablana, Pachkha, Akhaldaba, Didachara
& Chiruqistsqali; these areas were selected after a thorough feasibility by the United
Kingdom based firm, Mott McDonald (MM) from summer 2011 to spring 2012.

The

Geological Report and the Feasibility Study are readily available upon request.
description of works carried out in the areas is as follows:
Tsablana
A short road section was constructed in a river bed area using suitable transported
material that was tipped, rolled then compacted in 450mm layers up to a height of
1.350m. This road section was 700m long and will be used by the Contractor to gain
access from public road to the Dam site location.
Between June 2013 and February 2014, no AW was carried out in Tsablana:

The

Contractor started to establish his camp and construction areas for Tsablana
(Skhalta) in November 2013 and is ongoing through March 2014. Small sections of
lower lying land areas close the dam were acquired as this will be lost to the reservoir.
105 people were compensated leaving 10 to be compensated on the 28th March
2014.
Pachkha
7km of was constructed by shallow excavation and backfilling techniques from the
public road section in Pachkha up to the Pachkha Adit location. One 230m section or
road passed by 5 rural cottages. The road required the purchasing of a strip of land
3m wide from 2 of the land LU’s. These 2 LU’s were compensated as per the LALRP
and employed to construct the necessary Gabion Baskets for slope protection. A total
of 17 local people were trained and employed by AGL to complete the works in
Pachkha. No crop land was taken as a result of the road construction. The drawing
below is a typical example of the type of gabion Wall used on the AW to stabilize
slopes and edges created as a result of the AW. The 230m x 3m section of land lost
due to road construction can be reclaimed and put back to grazing land after the
Project works are complete.
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An

A total of 75,000m2 of land has been acquired and 5 non-registered owners
compensated in Pachka with no remaining AH’s to be compensated.

Illustrative example of AW slope protection.

Akhaldaba
In Akhaldaba 4.2km of road was excavated. One 900m section passed along side and
through 12 LU’s grazing land which also contained approximately 45 apple trees. The
apple trees were avoided as much as possible and the 11m wide road directed around
the outside of the grazing land. The road required the removal of 9 apple trees that were
compensated as per the agreements in the LALRF & LALRP; the pertinent standards
from these documents were also applied to the loss of grazing land for road construction.
The land lost can be reclaimed after approximately 2yrs when the tunnel excavation
works for the Akhaldaba Adit are complete. The trees lost will be replanted by the LU but
both trees and grazing land have the potential to be reclaimed and reinitiated.
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A total of 104,000 of land has been acquired and 13 registered and non-registered
owners compensated in Akhaldaba with only 4 remaining to be fully compensated. AGL
will target to pay the remaining compensation on 28th March 2014. Road widening works
in this areas may require the acquisition of new land but this will be small scale.

Didachara
200m of shallow excavation was required to construct the road section to the proposed
adit. A small bridge was built to allow access of small rear loading truck to remove the
blasted material from the work face to the external tipping area.

The bridge was

constructed by forming the foundations, installation of steel reinforcement, erection of
subsequent formwork and pouring of concrete. A bridge decking with hand rails already
installed for edge protection was then lifted in place and secured. The excavated material
will then be placed and compacted as the project Spoil Disposal Plan.
No trees, crop or grazing land was lost due to road or bridge construction in the Didachara
work area.
A total of 12,000m2 was needed for the camp with a further 2,000m2 needed for an
access point to the adit location has been acquired and 110 registered and non-registered
owners compensated in Didachara with only 7 remaining to be fully compensated.
Chiruqistsqali
No AW was performed at this location.
In Didachara and Tsablana, the closest human dwellings were in excess of 1.2km and as
a result experienced little of no disturbance in relation to site traffic, noise or dust. At
Pachkha and lower Akhaldaba, the main impacts were dust and noise.

Dust was

controlled by the use on a mobile water bowser when the temperature dried out the public
road. Consultation with the local people in lower Akhaldaba and Pachkha concluded that
operations requiring loud machinery such as concrete saws and pneumatic equipment
would only be used after 9am. Mobile site plant was also isolated immediately after use to
further reduce noise levels. Out the 12 affected residents in lower Akhaldaba, and 5 in
Pachkha, only 3 able bodied men from each affected house was not employed on road
construction as it passed their respective properties.
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The other work areas of Chiruqistsqali and upper Akhaldaba had no impacts on residents
or other private dwellings. The upper Akhaldaba sections were 2.4km from the nearest
houses; the minor noise being generated and low dust levels presented a negligible
impact risk to people. During the AW, the CP works undertaken at Chiruqistsqali was nonintrusive engineering surveys to establish actual height of ground conditions and 5
boreholes in the river bed and Weir location to confirm rock depth, type, quality.
Land acquired in Chiruqistsqali was for construction phase only. The land acquired for the
camp area at this location and will be handed back to the land owners at the end of the
works.
A total of 47,000m2 of land has been acquired and 6 registered and non-registered
owners compensated in Chiruqistsqali with only 4 remaining to be fully compensated.

6. GRIEVANCE MECHANISM
The resettlement log was established in January 2012 for this Project. Grievances mainly
concern geology, blasting, compensation amounts and borders of land plots being
acquired. Compensation concerns are resolved/negotiated directly, however border
disputes are not within the scope of AGL’s competence and must be agreed amongst
neighbours and together with the support of the Municipality, AGL aims to remain neutral
in this process but support how it can. A grievance committee has been set up consisting
of Expert XXI and AGL representatives. AGL representatives include the Liaison Officer,
Land Officer, Land and Social Director, and the Deputy Project Director. This committee
receives grievances, discusses them internally and then finalises and implements a
solution. When relevant, the committee consults with community leaders and
representations in order to finalise actions. As of May 2013, the AGL LAR team reports
that the grievance mechanism is functioning well.

Comment boxes have also been

positioned in each Municipality building to allow communities to make their views or
complaints known anonymously if required.

7. FINDINGS
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From the 6th – 10th May 2013 the ADB, including the IFC & EBRD conducted a weeklong
assessment of AGL’s social and environmental preparedness; involving field visits and a
comprehensive meeting based assessment and review.
The Lender’s met several mayors from the affected Municipalities along with community
leaders and received concerns and statements from members of the public. All potential
Lenders put many questions to AGL.
As a result of the advanced works conducted and the due diligence conducted by the
Lenders, minor concerns were raised about the geology of the proposed work areas but
more stress was placed on employment in the Project and the AGL training centre in
Shuakhevi. To help combat this uncertainty AGL is stepping up its information campaign
to ensure people in the affected villages and wider Municipalities are fully aware of
proceedings.

AGL were, and are keen to point out that unemployment rates are

approximately 85% in some villages in the valleys areas and the Project only has a
fraction of places to fill.
In the last quarter of 2013, local people, this time mostly from villages outside the project
area,

have raised concerns that dam construction and tunnelling works will activate

unstable slopes and cause landslides similar to those which occurred in the region in 1971
and that the reservoir will reduce the agricultural productivity of the area. To address
these concerns, AGL shared geological studies completed in July 2013 with the
Government of Ajara and engaged a local geologist to undertake an independent review of
these studies as requested by some villagers. Also in consideration of the villagers’
concern, in November 2013 AGL suspended the construction activities in the area until the
independent review has been completed. In February 2014, AGL, Mott Macdonald, and
Khulo municipality officials the findings of the independent review which concluded that
concluded that geological studies were done at a very high and professional level. It
further states that if safe blasting methodology is used, tunnelling works will not induce
landslides of the same magnitude as those which occurred in the region in 1971 and 1989.
To further assure people, a guarantee letter was drafted in March 2014 by an initiative
group comprised of village heads, respected elders, local civil society organizations such
as the Institute of Democracy and the Young Lawyers Union, GOA and AGL, which includes an
arrangement for third party verification of any alleged project-related impacts, among other
actions. Through this letter, GOA has guaranteed compensation to villagers for any
damage caused by acts of nature and AGL has guaranteed to undertake a survey of
houses within a minimum of 200m (or depending on the technical calculation of potential
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impacts of vibrations due to blasting) of the blast center on the understanding that this is
the limit of any measurable effect, monitor the impact of tunnelling works, and compensate
for impacts directly attributable to the construction and operation of the project, among
other activities. GOA is presently negotiating with 6 villages, of which 2 are project affected
villages (Tsablana and Didachara) while the remaining 4 are non-project affected villages
(Gurta, Diakonidzeebi, Paksadzeeebi and Geeladzeegi) and expects to sign a formal
agreement within the next few weeks.
In February and March 2014, IFC, EBRD and ADB fielded follow-up missions to the
project area to understand local people’s concerns. Lenders advised AGL to intensify their
information campaign by providing visual information materials, fact sheets and technical
briefings to local people on geological risks and risk management measures. In addition,
AGL also propose to undertake the following social programs to further show its
commitment to local people in Khulo and Shuakhevi municipalities:
1) Employment - engage Traffic Safety Wardens who will be stationed in the main
village areas at Kichauri, Shuakhevi, Khulo, Didachara, and Paksazeebi with the
responsibility to assist with traffic control and separation of the public from
construction vehicles. This is taken on as an employment obligation which
responds to a clear demand from Government here to increase local employment.
However, AGL believes that this is also a positive initiative for us in dealing with
part of our traffic safety risks.

2) AGL may consider funding of university scholarships for studies from the Khulo
and Shuakhevi municipalities. The idea is to make about 6 scholarships for around
2000 to 3000 GEL available. The scholarships would be shared equally between
male and female students. Selection would be on merit and importantly would be
made by a body separate from AGL. AGL will not participate in the selection. The
scholarships would be renewable for up to 4 years so this would become a rolling
program involving up to 24 students.
3) AGL also suggested a stipend to be made available for books or extra curricular
activities at the public schools in the directly affected villages. This would be spent
at the discretion of the local school community.
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4) Other activities being developed are those previously suggested such as
Didachara gymnasium repairs, Akhaldabha school bus during construction traffic,
and Chirukhistkhali area bridge.
The above ideas have been very positively received during the negotiations with various
villagers in March so AGL will be proposing to move forward to formulate the details and
budget.
8. SUMMARY
All land acquisition and compensation activities were undertaken in compliance with ADB
SPS requirements. While livelihood restoration programs are being planned, the conduct
of the skills training program for about 600 trainees coming from affected families is just a
beginning. In June 2014, AGL will engage an independent review/audit of the LALRP
implementation. ADB may field a review/validation mission at this time.
To date, AGL has provided employment opportunities through contractors for about 166
people from affected families. While such job opportunities will only be available for a
limited number of people and for a limited period of time, AGL also plan to implement a
more detailed livelihood program specifically for the 7 severely affected households
mentioned in the LALRP. In addition, as envisaged in the LALRP, AGL will implement
financial management training programs to help them invest their compensation in such a
way as to improve their long term well-being. Details of these programs and other social
programs will be prepared and submitted to ADB in the form of a Detailed Livelihood
Restoration Plan no later than three months after signing of legal agreements.
All local persons employed on the AW were done so under proper contract with AGL. All
employment contracts were written in line with relevant sections of the Georgian Labor
Code, however, it is worth noting that Georgian labor Law does not meet the standards set
out in ILO and in part goes against certain EU standards such as Working Time Directives
and employee rights. AGL, throughout its advanced works adhered to the Georgian Labor
Laws but wherever possible adopted the more flexible approached of the EU to achieve its
goals e.g. all employees were 18yrs or above and suitable for the task being assigned to
them.
Due to its international management, AGL adopted many different forms and types of
mitigation for site hazards. 70% of people employed on the road construction for the AW
were familiar with site hazards and known control measures. Onsite training was required
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to demonstrate how to wear essential site items such Personal protective Equipment and
the importance of site demarcation to keep members of the public away from live site
activities and operating plant and equipment.

For example purposes only, below are

examples of the type of information relayed top personnel working on the AW phase.
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9. PHOTOGRAPHS
Photograph 1.
During the AW, local schools and teachers were informed of the works and children advised of construction
related hazards. AGL management also had regular communication with the parents to ensure free flowing
information exchange in the community.
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Photograph 2.
Evidence of local personnel constructing a retaining wall in Pachkha as part of slope stabilisation. All
personnel were fully equipped with personal protective and shown how to use it.

Photograph 3.
Below shows AGL managers and supervisors on site in Akhaldaba discussing a suitable route of shallow
road excavation to avoid grazing land fruit trees.
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Photograph 4.
Shows road excavation in Akhaldaba being conducted uder the supervision of two banksmen. This photograph also
illusrtrates that routes were selected away from populated area to further minimise impact to the communities and
grazing land.
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Annex
Inventory of Affected Households and Status of Compensation Payments
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